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Each generation helping the next forward

Students mentor students
October was another busy month full
of hope for the future, and hard work
each day. Our centers served 180
primary/kinder students, 116 secondary students, 24 post-secondary
students, with another 3 post-secondary preparing to take entrance
examinations to university soon. Over
98% of our students have presevered,
remaining in school. Against so many
challenges, and across all age groups,
their determination, this success rate,
where school dropout rates are sadly,
traditionally very high, is remarkable.
The struggle against failure, driven
by factors of economic insecurity is
intense. Family incomes driven down,
by the political uncertainty of the
2018 crisis continue to lead some
families to withdraw children from
school and chose migration for uncer-

tain opportunities elsewhere. Another
recent occurence troubling us, as a
result of the worsening economy has
been the marriage of girls as young
as 15 to older men of the community
in their 30s who are taking advantage
of this situation. Despite all of these
obstactles our model of Empowerment International alumni leading
the way, tutoring those that follow is
inspirational, to the younger students. Seeing their success, and how
they give support is empowering. Our
inspiring administrative team is also a
very motivating factor in keeping the
children on the path to success. They
are the strength, and the smiles of
reassurance to the children.
And behind it all, the support of our
donors and sponsors, foremost in all
of our appreciation.
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See what we can do, with your support
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Around the table, with a tutor who’s been where they are now. With each successive generation
there is hope, for a different future they are making. It’s an inspiring process, the incentive that
the children coming through need to continue on their path towards post-secondary achievement.
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Profiles in Empowerment

Committed To The Future
with Empowerment International
For Jeaneth Gutierrez, Empowerment health and develop professionally.
again. Although the work that she’d
For three years she worked in HoInternational has been a part of her
done in a hotel is very different from
tel Dario, the only 5-star facility in
life since childhood, and now she
her role now, where she is
Granada at the time, growing personfinds herself back at EI coming full
responsible for mainally and professionally, receiving
circle, today as one of it’s principle
taining communipromotions and recognition.
staff empowering the next generacation with our
A year later, Jeaneth fintion to achieve success.
donors, her “cusished her studies at the
Jeaneth’s first contact with the
tomer service”
university, “my dream
organization was in 2003, when
experience and
came true! I had a mixAnielka Gutierrez, who at that time
the humanity
ture of feelings that did
was the director of EI, arrived at her
she brought to
not fit in my chest, all
home accompanied by a mother who
the role serve us
already belonged to the program. The the effort, my dedication,
all well today. She
home visit was to evaluate if she and and the people who supportnotes, “our donors
ed me all the way had finally
her sister would fit with EI, in that
are the engine for this
borne fruit”.
year she was in the
program to work, they are the light
Hospitality and tourninth grade. That
In 2013 I finished
in the lives of many people in our
ism in Granada were
same year she and
my
studies
at
the
community, especially the students,
booming
at
this
time,
her younger sister
who each have a story similar to my
began with EI.
university, my dream and Jeaneth found
own, and who aspire to become next
employment opporHer determination,
came
true!
...all
the
generation professionals with their
tunities with a tour
ability and with
own bright futures”.
operator, and later
the support of
effort, my dedication, with a major hotel.
“Much of what I can contribute to EI
EI saw her comand the people who The political crisis of today I feel is linked to interpersonal
plete high school
relationships. I believe that when I
2018 precipitated a
and begin studsupported
me
all
interact with a student I can give exmajor economic conies in university.
amples from my lived experience and
traction, and no busiThrough a difficult the way had finally
thus transmit many positive things.
ness
sector
suffered
homelife that saw
borne
fruit.
For a while I also had the experience
more than tourism,
her considering
of sponsoring a
leaving school, and
“our
donors
are
the
child from this
and Jeaneth was
even leaving the country, Jeaneth
organization, it
not spared. The
found support in EI from Kathy and
engine for this
was like giving a
downsizing
in
the
Anielka, and she persevered. She was
program
to
work,
they
little of how much
tourism sector
determined that the most important
I had received.
led to widespread
thing for her was to finish studying
are the light in the
Today, although
unemployment that
and become the professional she
lives of many people in I cannot conpersists today.
knew would secure her future and
tinue to make
Empowerment
achieve her independence.
our
community,
...to
an economic
International had
During her time at university she
become next generation contribution, I
become aware of
continued to tutor younger children
that the
Jeaneth’s setback
in EI, maintaining her connection
professionals with their consider
work experience
but, knew that the
with children in the community and
and the desire to
with her university own bright futures”
giving back to Empowerment Intersupport others
degrees, and skills/
national.
In 2012 her university internship led experience acquired working, she was also has a great value, to encourage
to a job with the same Hotel Dario in ideal for a position that had recently all those students who feel that they
have something to do”.
opened, at EI.
Granada. She was now able to leave
In
December
2018,
Jeaneth
started
home, have a more stable emotional
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Healthy lunch snacks

Lunch, and learn
It’s been a very anxious time in the communities
as employment has become precarious. It was
never easy for many here but, with the economy contracting Empowerment International
stepped up its role in the community and began
to offer lunch snacks to the students. Studying,
and hunger do not complement one another, so
we satisfy the latter, so that the students can
concentrate on their studies. The children can’t
hide their enthusiasm for a simple plate of food
before study. This initiative of EI begun in June
2018, continues to be a necessary and successful Rice and beans, meat, milk, and vegetables...
program. October saw us serve up more than a
children with an appetite satisfied and ready to return
thousand plates of food to children.
to their studies with a renewed enthusiasm.

Introducing chess to children for fun, and growth

Sharing the lessons of chess to youth
This month Nasser Mejia Moreno,
a local teacher, artist, and chess
enthusiast began a new program of
chess instruction at Empowerment
International. Each Saturday morning from 9 to 11, the students will be
learning to appreciate the skills and
values that makes chess more than
just a game. According to Nasser,
“chess is very important as it instills

and develops critical math skills,
reading comprehension analysis,
respect for social rules and interpersonal relationships, as well as many
cognitive skills that will help children for life”.
Nasser began playing chess at 16,
taught by his father. “Art and chess
are part of my life” he affirms. He’s
participated in tournaments at

“chess is very important as it instills and develops critical math skills, reading comprehension
analysis, respect for social rules and interpersonal relationships, as well as many cognitive skills
that will help children for life”
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departmental and national levels,
twice winning the National Tournament of the National Union (National
Magisterial Games). Another of his
passions since youth, is fine art,
which amplified in secondary school
with access to more books, where he
studied the techniques of painting,
and drawing. In pursuit of advancing
his skills as an artist painter, Nasser
attended specialized classes at the
local art school/exhibition centre,
Casa Tres Mundos in Granada, and
later as a student in the Granada
studio of Amy Bushnell, where his
talents continued to mature. Today,
he shares his time between teaching, and creating art. His works are
available locally, and sold on the
internet to international collectors.
Recent participation in a juried
exhibition organised by the Embassy
of the United States of America, in
Managua this year, saw Nasser among
the winners selected as best in the
exhibition. We’re delighted he will be
volunteering here in Empowerment
International bringing the world of
chess to another generation.

Santa Ana community challenged by climate

Seasonal rains overwhelm
The rainy season is always an uncomfortable time of year in Granada. It’s
a blessing naturally to the agriculture of the country (in moderation)
but, it ends there. For the inhabitants, especially rural, the weaknesses in basic infrastructure become

readily apparent. The access roads to
the community during October and
November are frequently flooded,
equally are some of the homes of the
children whom we support. With the
rains also comes a greater number of
cases of the mosquito borne viruses
that plague Nicaragua... chikungunya, malaria, dengue and zika. While
chikungunya and zika are not prevalent this year, there has been
an alarming increase in dengue
cases, despite the best efforts
of the health department with
fumigation, it remains a battle

throughout the year.
The basic homes of many families,
constructed of board, and zinc roofing sheet, with earthen floor are no
match for the weight or velocity of
our tropical rains. The anxiety created by theses circumstances, and the
losses of basic furnishings, bedding
and clothing are tragic, and annual.
These are not circumstances that any
child could be expected to flourish
academically under but, with support from the community, local and
abroad, the children do persevere,
and stay to the path.

Gravel and sand from nearby quarries is brought
into Santa Ana in an effort to stem the flow of
tropical rains inundating the community.
Children making their way to school along
the flooded path/road to Granada. There is
a marked drop in attendance at school when
these circumstances are at their most
severe, sometimes leading to school drop out
since school year ends in November.
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With the rains, so much clothing and furnishing
is damaged. Donations from the residents of
Granada were coordinated with Empowerment
International to bring clothing to the community. Medicines and medical visits were coordinated with the Hijos del Maiz, a community NGO..

Empowerment International has been working in Nicaragua
since 2003 and has reached an annual school retention rate of
over 98% in both of our communities since 2008.
As of 2015, we now have over 300 students participating in our program.
Sponsoring a child starts at $30/month of $360/year.
Contact our office to be a partner in the success of the children.

SPONSOR A CHILD

DONATE TODAY

EI provides mandatory uniforms, shoes, backpacks and school supplies, tuition,
transportation for rural high school students, medical care, parenting programs
(how to be more effective and supportive parents), home visits,
enrichment activities, and counselling both individually, and in groups.
Since 2009 EI has achieved a school retention rate of over 98%
within the program participants from the two communities where we work.
As of 2012 over 87% of all school age children are now attending school
in EI’s first community, up from 55% when we began in 2003!
Web: empowermentinternational.org • Em@il: info@empowermentinternational.org
Messenger m.me/EmpowermentInternational • Office Tel. +11 505 2550 1342
Empowerment International is a US 501(c)3 organization. All donations are tax deductible in the USA.

